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October
Birthdays

Philip Moore   10/24/30
Randolph Derr   10/04/62
Clifford De Lacy  10/01/34
Glen Webster   10/05/74
Manuel Tueros   10/31/80
Andrew Sweeney II  10/18/68
Eric Forrestall  10/24/74

Mohammad Subaie  10/22/83
Raymond Kranich PM 10/22/63
James Hanson Sr. PM  10/27/78
Robert Heiss   10/22/51
Horace Mc Daniel  10/26/66
Al Carravajal   10/20/98
Michael Kmiec  10/28/98
Donald Abernethy  10/8/03
Donald Holman  10/12/46
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Anniversary3rd Degree



AS THE SUN RISES IN THE EAST. . .

Hello to all my extended Masonic family, my Brothers in Freemasonry, 
and most specifically the lodge officers who get their instruction from 
the master in the Trestleboard.

Our beautiful lodge building experienced extreme risk in the last week, 
and many of our Masonic family have been touched by loss and fear 
due to the Glass Fire. If any of you need help of any kind, the lodge 
officers and/or Grand Lodge are ready to provide assistance or advice; 
please reach out to us. If you or your family are in need of assistance, 
access our statewide relief services by calling Masonic Assistance at 
(888) 466-3642, or call any of the lodge officers.

Some of our brothers worked very quickly to save our most valuable 
items from the lodge as the mandatory evacuation line inched closer 
block by block. Our charter, our earliest minute books, our bible, and 
our bylaws were all spirited away to safety far from the fire. Thank you 
brothers for your timely effort. The recent secretary’s office cleanup 
made it much easier to “grab and go”, so thanks to all of you that made 
it possible to save these things, and thank you for taking time off work 
to save them when danger was near.

I will be encouraging our Temple Board to pick up on a task that had 
been discussed several years ago when we increased our insurance 
coverage, to have our building filmed inside and out so as to have a 
visual record of how it looks in case it needs to be re-built someday. 
Which frankly is likely. Things of this world are temporary and 
transient, especially when made from over 100 year old dry-as-
kindling redwood like the bones of our building.

Online Speaker Series Continues: The first-of-its-kind Online Masonic 
Speaker Series is continuing through the fall with more enlightening 
lectures on a range of topics germane to Masonry, all of which are 
entirely free and open to all.

AS THE SUN RISES IN THE EAST

WORSHIPFUL MASTER
MICHAEL McKEOWN



We have the first ever virtual Annual Communication coming up. 
Log on to the Grand Lodge website to register.

Thank you to everyone, especially the lodge officers, for donating 
to one of our state’s Masonic charitable programs. If all 12 officers 
of the lodge make a donation we can maintain our many years long 
record of 100% officer giving. The concept here is that the officers 
should be an example for the rest of the membership to follow, and 
indeed I encourage all Masons to donate within your comfort level 
to your choice of program. You can find the donation page at www.
freemason.org.

I’m sure you all join me in thanking our Grand Master John Trauner 
for his leadership this year. After putting in a lifetime of work in 
Masonry to rise to the position of Grand Master, he had to preside over 
a year where we were not able to practice very much of our gentle craft. 
I’m sure you all join me in thanking him for his leadership making 
difficult decisions on how to maintain our lodges and maintain contact 
with our brothers with a pandemic that no one ever thought to put 
in place procedures for.

A New, Easy Way to Pay Your Dues 
Earlier this summer, Grand Lodge launched iMember 2.0, the new 
member management system for the fraternity. After a test run with 
30 lodges, new membership dues payment features will roll out to all 
members. To help you get ready and make the most of this exciting 
new development, here are a few important steps: 

1. The Grand Lodge will email and send physical mail dues notices and 
invoices to all members directing them to make their payment either 
by credit card through iMember 2.0, or by sending a check to Grand 
Lodge. If the member chooses to pay via credit card, a processing fee 
will be included in their payment. Members of more than one lodge 
will receive an itemized invoice that includes the dues for all lodges 
of which they are a member. 

2. Once posted, payments will automatically be updated on the 
member’s record in iMember 2.0. Members may then immediately 
access their virtual dues card. Secretaries will be able to see that they’ve 



made their payment through a special dashboard. For lodges using 
Intacct, that system will also be automatically updated. 

3. Every month, lodge secretaries will receive a check from Grand 
Lodge and an itemized report for all of funds collected, minus any 
credit card processing fees. 

Members are also welcome to pay their dues directly to their lodge 
secretary, who will record the payment in iMember 2.0 manually. 

The first dues notices and invoices for the 2020–2021 year will be sent 
to all members following Annual Communication October 10–11. 
Please update any email and home addresses prior to this date.

Crown a Masons4Mitts Champion: Beginning October 14, Masons 
from around California can vote for our first-ever Masons4Mitts 
World Series champion. Throughout the baseball season, California 
lodges posted videos of their best Zoom rendition of “Take Me Out 
to the Ballgame.” The results were ... interesting. Now’s your chance to 
declare a winner! To vote, visit Masons4Mitts.org and find the Video 
Challenge link. The “playoff ” videos will all be posted there, where 
you can vote for your favorite. If you haven’t already, be sure to donate 
today to Masons4Mitts and help us continue this important program 
to help kids across California.

October Checklist (Get Ready for 2021!)
Executive Committee
 Make plans for your lodge master, wardens, or other representatives 
to attend the virtual Annual Communication this month. Your vote 
is important to the future of Freemasonry in California.
Senior Warden, along with Executive Committee
 Identify and approach members for the 2021 Audit, Membership 
Retention, and any other committees.
 Urge presumptive master, wardens, and senior deacon to perform 
their Master Mason’s proficiency soon, if not already completed.
 Urge the presumptive master, wardens, and senior deacon to qualify 
early with the inspector in their office’s ritual.
 Urge respective officers to answer the master, senior warden, and 
junior warden questions early.



 Set calendar for 2021 and identify event leaders.
 Continue preparing 2021 budget.
 Finalize your installation date/venue and prepare the installing team
 Review all candidates’ progress toward advancement.  
Junior Warden
 Continue tracking 100% officer giving to the Annual Fund, with 
officers setting an example through gifts that represent their capability 
as well as their commitment to our charitable programs.

In five years; in ten years; in 100 years little we do now is going to 
matter. In a very short period of time we will all be wearing a concrete 
square and compass. Everything is petty in light of our mortality 
except for love, forgiveness, compassion, and charity. And, well, the 
survival of our lodge, which is the main thing that is on my mind at 
this particular moment. The surest death knell for any club of any 
type that is supposed to be “fun” (which they all are, or else it qualifies 
more as “work”) is a culture that creates disharmony as a result of 
divisiveness, which culture usually occurs, not on purpose, but rather 
because no thought was given to it, and no action taken to create a 
considered culture, so whatever culture you end up with by default 
from not giving it thought is created spontaneously and organically 
by human men that by definition are imperfect. 

I’m sure we all regularly call our close friends just to “check in”, to 
“touch base” with no particular reason past that in mind. Are not our 
Masonic brothers worthy the same attention? I encourage our lodges 
to adopt the practice and expectation of regular phone calls between 
the officers and the master. This does not mean to expect the master to 
make a dozen calls a week, he most likely is already making plenty of 
calls taking care of lodge business. Rather the officers (and members 
too) should make a couple or three calls a week, to call each other and 
the master on a regular basis to update what’s going on in their piece of 
lodge business. Those calls should happen even if there is no business 
to discuss, just to make sure everyone feels included and part of the 
team. We are a team only if we behave as one. We are only a band, or 
society of brothers and fellows united by a common purpose if that 
purpose is shared, with your voice, together, and frequently.

Unless we want a new lodge culture every three to five years, 



sometimes good, sometimes bad, then details of lodge culture like 
how we communicate as friends and brothers, and most importantly 
as officers, needs to be thought about, talked about, implemented, and 
then nurtured every year by instructing new officers of the expectation 
of regular communication. This is something lodges can hold with 
pride. 

This brotherly love thing, this fraternal love, is unique. We are bound 
quite literally to death. We are bound to it as eternal spiritual beings, 
we are bound to it by our obligations, and as Masons we always have 
awareness of the acacia at the head of our shared destination and all 
that it means. But it takes attention. It takes work, the same as in any 
relationship that matters.

I am always yours in fraternal love, 
Michael McKeown



My dear lovers of the hidden messages of Freemasonry, 
I am so excited to once again address you in this column. Last month 
I said I thought we might be going down a path of mathematics next 
as I search for the lost “word”, or frequency, that I suggest was at the 
root of the technology of the recent forgotten past. I conjecture that 
this frequency, or vibration, was utilized in the construction of and 
use of enigmatic giant stone buildings that today we call cathedrals, 
mosques, city halls, and government buildings. We have learned these 
large stone buildings were built by the preceding civilization (primarily 
Tartarian, or Moorish people) that was wiped out by a repeating 
cataclysm on the planet and very likely negative forces on the planet 
took the most recent cataclysmic events as opportunities to re-write 
our history and cause us to forget our technology.

Now obviously if I am correct, if this frequency is one of the root 
secrets of Freemasonry, I am not going to find it in one month if 
centuries of Masonic scholars have overlooked it, if it even exists, 
and indeed I have not found it. However I have gone down this path 
of mathematics before and in this last month have put my head back 
into that space, and again I find evidence that leaves little doubt that 
Freemasonry leads us in a direction in alignment with my thesis.

I also want to point out that there are quite obviously a number of 
institutions that were created to help hide the repeating cycle of 
cataclysm that we have discovered, so we must keep an open mind 
that it is entirely possible that Freemasonry was created as one of 
these many “forgetting” institutions and not really a repository of lost 
technology and lost history, and while it has lots of clues pointing in 
the direction of what really happened, at it’s root Masonry might all 
be a mixed up bag of clues with only dead ends to be found. Even 
if that turns out to be the case however, the information we have 
uncovered together thus far goes far beyond what is to be found 
in Freemasonry itself. Freemasonry pointed us in the directions of 
astronomy, architecture, and history and we certainly found a lot of 
information indicating my thesis is right on, and personally, for my 
part, I still believe Freemasonry was created as a vehicle to hold this 
information for a future age to discover. I do believe Freemasonry 

Michael’s Masonic esoterica



is a message in a bottle about who we really are, our real history, 
and a technology that was lost in the recent past that was utilized in 
the construction of giant stone buildings and stone sculptures, and 
as we have discovered, also likely utilized for power transmission, 
transportation, and healing.

Similarly, I’m not sure I expect to find the exact lost frequency (or 
plural) in Masonry itself, but there is increasing information being 
discovered from the architecture of the period we are looking at which 
is leading researchers like myself through a series of discoveries that 
may very well culminate in the re-discovery of the lost technologies 
that are so evident.

Freemasonry makes a big deal about mathematics, and in the second 
degree Middle Chamber lecture mathematics is put in the context of 
architecture, and like I’ve said before, as much time we as Masons have 
taken to memorize lectures, prayers, and obligations, and as much 
time as we spend at lodge or worrying over it, we ought at least to pay 
attention to the basic concepts Freemasonry directs our attention to. 
Otherwise, what was the point in all the memorizing we do?

So obviously the first thing anyone thinks of when the word 
Freemasonry and Mathematics come up in the same sentence is 
magic squares. The subject of magic squares quickly segues into the 
subject of cyphers. I have entire books in my library devoted to these 
subjects and I am fairly familiar with the topic, and while it might 
have some relevance to what we seek, after reviewing the material this 
last month I’m not sure it leads in the direction I am looking for, so 
instead I turned my attention back to Pythagoras and after him, Plato, 
and as you know from previous research I published, Plotinus. These 
are the great early thinkers that Freemasonry directs our attention 
to, and what they spoke of is not very available to us modern English 
speakers who find the translations from Greek difficult to read and 
the concepts they wrote of even harder to understand. This seems to 
be an area of potentially fruitful discovery since for the most part it 
is so obtuse.

“Arithmetic, geometric, and harmonics were the three principles by 
which the Divine Artifice proportioned out the world soul” [Plato’s 
Timaeus 36]. Doesn’t that sound Masonic? I am of course here 



most interested in the harmonics aspect that Plato mentions, but we 
must have a firm grasp on the math and geometry at the root of the 
harmonics we need to understand in order to, maybe, discover the 
lost harmonics, the lost frequencies, the lost “word” that I believe 
were utilized in the not so distant past for power generation, healing, 
working with giant stone blocks, marble sculptures, transportation, 
and perhaps were even used to tune the planet’s vibration so as to 
enable all humans to live in peace and harmony in the self-aware state.

I have written about the incommensurable Pythagorean triangle 
before, but as I continue to study the math, and day by day understand 
it better, I’m pretty sure this is an area worthy of continued effort 
and I am most certainly convinced that the secret at the root of the 
technology used in the past to work with molten, softened, and 
geopolymer stone involves an understanding of this most elemental 
aspect of the manifest world. 

So here we go, let’s take another look at the incommensurate triangle. 
The math it demonstrates dictates how nature forms in the shapes it 
does, including the shape of galaxies, it explains blackholes, gravity, 
electricity and magnetism, and indeed leads one to the realization 
of the ineffable Truth that lies within consciousness itself. Clearly 
Freemasonry has some reason to point us in this direction, even if it 
should not reveal the lost word to us (but it may).

Plato’s Republic in the divided line section 509d-511, explains the 
main secret of the Pythagoreans, that of the Aristos Dias, or the 
incommensurability of the soul. This is the base secret of Monism as 
believed by the Egyptians and the Greeks. In a moment we will look 
at the Pythagorian Triangle, but first I want to explain an aspect of 
this triangle that relates to the most basic part of life, as understanding 
this aspect is important to our journey of discovery.

A body doesn’t “have” a soul anymore than a radio “has” a signal. 
A radio tunes a signal. We’re talking about something harmonic; 
something in the radio vibrates harmonically with the signal. When 
a radio is broken the signal still exists but the radio can no longer 
vibrate harmonically with it. We can not hear the signal without the 
radio, yet the signal still exists. The same is true of the body. When 
the body is dead it is like a broken radio; i.e., the body never “had” a 



soul. This is not a denial of the soul, rather the soul is consubstantial 
with the body.

Water is the bridge and or antenna of the Nous or the Chita or the 
Spiritus Sanctus and it is the radio that tunes manifest consciousness. 
If a radio is smashed what happens to the transmission? If the 
transmission is conscious, and is in identification with the radio, 
then it suffers through false identification phenomenology, and all 
forms of Greek and Indian and Egyptian monism say that if there is 
identification there is actual suffering. The pain comes from primordial 
ignorance and from identifying with that which you are actually not. 
We’ll come back to the bit about water being the antenna of the soul, 
tuning the transmission if you will of consciousness, but first I need 
to expose you to an amazing discovery.

So let’s look at the Pythagorian Incommensurate Triangle. This 
is the most important geometric figure in the universe. The math 
it demonstrates is the single equation which governs all life and 
everything observable. That equation is 1/phi-3 (1 over phi to the 
power of -3). This triangle, and the divided straight line it derives 
from, was discovered by Ken Wheeler in the famous divided line 
section of Plato’s Republic.

A water molecule, as we all know, contains two hydrogen atoms and 
one oxygen atom. The electromagnetic forces of these atoms causes the 
atoms to not line up in a straight line, rather they form a triangle shape 
based on the vector of the magnetic forces. This triangle’s vertex angle 
is called the “bond angle”, and in water the bond angle is known to be 
104.45 degrees, measured from the center of the oxygen atom at the top 
to the center of each of the hydrogen atoms at the bottom. If however 
the line between the atoms is drawn from the center of the oxygen 
atom at the vertex to the outer electron shell of the hydrogen atoms 



(instead of the center), the angle is 108 degrees, the incommensurate 
Pythagorean triangle’s vertex angle.

This is an absolutely amazing discovery. I personally worked the math, 
though it was Ken Wheeler who put me on to it. It is challenging 
math, as we are dealing with extremely small dimensions usually 
given in strange units of measure that need to be converted, but 
ultimately the math involves only algebra and trigonometry and a 
basic understanding of how the polar charges of atoms make up a 
molecule’s dipole bond angles, and while time consuming, is not all 
that difficult. And indeed it turns out that measuring the bond angle of 
water from the outer edge of the electron shell of the hydrogen atoms 
does measure 108 degrees. In the below picture I did not arbitrarily 
place the atoms as they are to fit the diagram, rather that is the actual 
relationship of the oxygen and hydrogen atoms in a water molecule

.

 

If this isn’t blowing your mind, if your head is not cracked wide open 
that Freemasonry has at it’s root something truly significant to tell 
us about the natural world, you haven’t been following along on our 
journey, and I encourage you to go back to the beginning of the year 
of Trestleboards and give this column another read. Not only have we 
made significant and astounding discoveries along our journey thus 
far, I am convinced we are on a trail to a real secret hiding in plain 
sight in our oh so Gentle Craft, waiting for eyes to see it.

What does this new knowledge mean? Water is a dipole molecule, and 
is the dipole antenna of life. This is what makes life possible. This is 
the consubstantiality between matter and spirit (consciousness). No 
life (at least on this planet) exists without water. Without water our 
bodies are just a pile of dust. Everybody knows that but no one’s ever 



thought about it deeply so as to actually penetrate what that means. The 
Pythagorean triangle is the secret of Pythagorean incommensurability. 
Giving this information to you, giving you the triangle, won’t give 
you anything. It will mean nothing. You have to actually penetrate 
what it means in order to understand. This is the one true secret of 
the Pythagoreans.

Now there’s another revelation that comes from this.  The “Pythagorean 
oath”, known as the Tetraktys, which all you Scottish Rite/Tree of Life 
esotericists know as commonly imaged within an equilateral triangle, is 
incorrect. You can read a primer on what Masonry has to say about the 
Tetractys, and how it is a representation of the unknowable unsayable 
four letter name of God here: http://www.masonicdictionary.com/
tetractys.html, but it is not correct because of the basic error of 
assumption that has been made for centuries that the Pythagorean 
Triangle and the Tetractys are based on an equilateral triangle, but 
now we have discovered the Tetraktys as envisioned by Pythagoras, 
Plato, and Plotinus was not based on an equilateral triangle, but was 
instead the 1/1/phi triangle, and when the Tetraktys is drawn within 
this triangle, amazing relationships are demonstrated.

The following two images are taken from Ken Wheeler’s paper 
“Pythagoras, Plato, and the Golden Ratio” which is copyrighted and I 
should not have excerpted these two images, so don’t spread it around. 
This column you are reading is being expanded into an actual paper, 
and I will redraw these two diagrams for my larger use, but in the 
interest of time and our limited distribution for this publication, I’ll 
run the risk to use them.



“Pythagoras said this sacred Tektractys is: `the spring having the 
roots of ever-flowing nature.’.... the four parts of the Decad, this 
perfect number, are called number, monad, power and cube. And 
the interweavings and minglings of these in the origin of growth are 
what naturally completes nascent number; for when a power of a 
power; and a cube is multiplied on a cube, it is the power of a cube; 
and when a cube is multiplied on a cube, the cube of a cube; thus 
all numbers, from which arise the genesis of what arises, are seven: 
number, monad, power, cube, power of a power, power of a cube, 
and cube of a cube.” [p.312] (Hippol., Phil,. 2. Dox. 355, Pythagorean 
Sources & Fragments, Kenneth Sylvan Guthrie, Phanes Press, Grand 
Rapids, Michigan 1988:312)

“Some called the Tetraktys the great oath of the Pythagoreans, 
because they considered it the perfect number, or even because it is 
the principle of wholeness; among them is Philolaus.” [Lucien, Pro. 
Laps. Inter. Salut. 5]
“The number 10 is complete at 4” [Pythagoras]

“To him that gave to our generation the Tetraktys, which contains the 
fount and root of all eternal nature” [Pythagorean oath]

Now we understand the incommensurate Pythagorean Triangle, and 
now we know that water, the very basis of life, that which animates 
our physical form, that which creates the antenna which receives and 
makes visible the underlying constant aspect of Divine Intelligence, 
itself is formed to the shape of this very same incommensurate triangle 
that the Pythagoreans down through Plato and Plotinus understood 
to be the unifying and defining force at the root of all nature. 



We also now know that the builders of the great stone cathedrals, 
mosques, and other giant stone edifices that Freemasonry so pointedly 
draws our attention to utilized a technology to work with stone that 
has been forgotten, and all researchers in this field are in agreement 
that they utilized a frequency, a vibration, and a perhaps alchemical 
understanding to manipulate solid granite, working it like soft 
soap or perhaps even printing it in liquid form to create everything 
from giant buildings to etheric marble statues. Such manipulation 
most certainly must have had at it’s base an understanding of the 
Pythagorean Triangle.

As we look closely at the clues Freemasonry has left us we have been 
lead to this further discovery of the geometric relationship of the 
single most elemental aspect of life itself, and I am quite convinced we 
will need to include this knowledge in our tool belt as we pursue our 
journey of discovery of the lost technologies used in the recent past. 
If it turns out Masonry was created as another forgetting mechanism, 
it might have failed, as it left us many clues that are easily identified 
and easily followed. I am not of this opinion however. I believe 
Freemasonry is a message in a bottle about a set of information that 
humanity was caused to forget. I believe Freemasonry holds close to 
it’s bosom knowledge that will set humans free. Knowledge that will 
bring peace and harmony again to the planet, with all humans aware 
of their True Nature, and using elemental earth energies for power, 
rather than poisoning our world with polluting, but profit making, 
power solutions.

This month I can not conclude with a teaser of where our research 
will take us next month. My mind feels a bit enervated; I am a bit 
overwhelmed. I need to think about all that we have learned so far 
for a bit. I need to let all these disparate clues we’ve looked at this year 
settle in my awareness and see if synchronicity might play it’s magic 
and lead me down a new path. Alchemy plays a significant role in 
Freemasonry. It’s probably an area that should be looked at. Please 
call or write me with your thoughts. Sometimes it’s collaboration of 
minds that finds new paths.

Michael McKeown
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